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Keertunata
The title is a play on words combining the keerthanam form in South Indian music with the Western term
sonata. The piece follows the pallavi structure of a typical keerthanam, where a refrain is repeated with
increasingly elaborate variations. The mode invented for this piece models various aspects of the Indian
concept of raga. Percussive, heterophonic, and drone elements are also borrowed from the Indian style.
Much of Indian classical music is highly serious, but here I share the light, energetic aspects, thereby infusing
my own music with some frivolity!

Many thanks to the I-Park, Wildacres, and Yaddo for providing peaceful inspiring environments in which to
complete this piece.

Incommensurable was created with support provided by the Kalamazoo Artistic Development Intuitive, a
program of the Arts Council of Greater Kalamazoo. The work abstractly represents the struggle of modern
physics to reconcile Einstein’s theories of relativity, which describes the behaviors of gravity and large
objects, with quantum mechanics, which describes the behavior of microscopic elements. The horn part
represents aspects of general relativity and the clarinet part represents quantum mechanics. The live
electronics resonate, extend, and vary the instrumental material in ways that also reflect elements of the two
theories. The video provides an additional layer of abstract representation and is controlled by the
instrumental performers. In the first movement, Observation, the horn and clarinet material represents each
theory and each performer has freedom to improvise. In the second movement, Combination, the horn and
clarinet material is put within various systems that unsuccessfully attempt to reconcile the two parts.

TriSiCle
The title refers to the explorative nature of children. The music is reminiscent of a rusty tricycle, which when
visualized reminded me of the mobiles my grandmother helped me create as a child. 

The work functions as a multimedia etude for Max/MSP/Jitter. The duration of the largest beat, the number
of beats, and the diffusion can be changed depending on the hall. As the piece progresses, the timbre of the
instruments change from sines (circles) to sawtooths (triangles) while the envelopes shift from sawtooth to
reverse sawtooth and back again. The work ends when the parametric elements sync back together.

Sculpture Piece No. 1
In 2007 I went home to my family’s farm and asked my dad to teach me welding. We drug scrap metal
from the junk piles and I built instruments. Because there was no performance practice or standard notation,
my freshly acquired Ph.D composition “chops” didn’t get in the way and I remembered how to play with
sound. Now these amplified sculptures are part of how I listen closely, create, and collaborate. Percussion
Sculpture No. 1 is welded from found and salvaged objects from that childhood farm, and amplified using
homemade contact microphones. It requires collaboration with the performer—and I am fortunate to have a
thoughtful and talented collaborator today in Judy Moonert. This performance belongs as much to her as it
does to me and I am grateful for her artful energy in realizing this work.

Musashi
Miyamoto Musashi, a seventeenth century ronin, is the founder of the Niten-ryu school of swordsmanship.
He devoted his life to honing his skills in the Way of the sword. In 1645, he dictated the key concepts of his
Way to a disciple. This document, Go Rin No Sho (“Book of Five Rings”) is still read today as a guide to
strategy in any discipline.

Musashi contains text from A BOOK OF FIVE RINGS by Miyamoto Musashi, translated by Victor Harris.
Copyright © 1974 by Victor Harris. Used by permission of The Overlook Press, New York, NY. All rights
reserved.


